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Uponor in brief
• Consolidated net sales for 2013: 906 MEUR

•
•
•
•
•
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• Personnel: ca 4,100 persons
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Tap water systems
Radiator connections
Fire safety
Indoor gas distribution
Compressed air
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*) The 2013 figures include the new Uponor Infra since 1 July 2013
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Plumbing solutions
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Radiant heating and cooling
TABS
Ground energy systems
Local heat distribution
Outdoor surface conditioning
Ventilation

Net sales by segment
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35%

Indoor Climate solutions
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Municipal water distribution
Sewer systems
Gas distribution
Telecommunications ducting
Decentralised waste water
treatment systems
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Uponor globally

Uponor’s head office
is in Finland
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Countries with Uponor
offices

Countries where Uponor
operates through partners
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Countries where Uponor sells
through International sales
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Resource efficient built environment is
delivered on the community level
Efficient buildings + Low Exergy supply systems
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Fragmented construction value chain
• Who assumes responsibility for performance?
• How is performance delivered, ensured and verified?

Materials,
products
and
systems
suppliers

Distributors

Installers,
subcontractors

= Performance required
= Performance delivered

Main
contractor

Owner/
developer/
investor

Designers, consultants

Building mgmt
and maintenance
providers

= Performance specified/verified
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End users
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Business challenges for sustainable growth
Climate change
and other
environmental
challenges

Ageing society

Changing work
and lifestyle
patterns
Business models
• procuring and
delivering performance
• earning by performance
• innovative financing
models
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Deteriorating
and obsolete
infrastructure

Mobility
(real and
virtual)

Capacity building
• competencies and
capabilities for
performance-based
business
• on the sector level
• on the organisation
level
• on the individual level
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From buildings to areas
• technology, design,
services and business
integration for
communities and areas
• community energy
solutions
• smart transport
infrastructure
• green and efficient
utility infrastructure
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R&D questions in low ex communities
• Value generation
― What is actually the value created for
― end consumers
― society at large

• Investment optimisation
― Low demand density vs upfront investment vs long service life
― Integration of buildings and infrastructure

• Simplicity, intelligence and optimised management
― Risk of complexity of hybrid systems
― Load balancing, smart thermal grids, etc

• Value network structure and delivery models
― Business models for selling community energy services instead of
products and energy
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How does innovation provide benefits to
business?
Development focus
and resource allocation

vs.

Competitive advantage
delivered by innovation

Source: IBM CEO Survey
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Approach - Business Model Innovation
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